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Abstract
There is an emerging, nternational consensus that a common, comprehensive radioactive
waste classification system is needed, which derives from the fact tat the mplementatio of
radioactive waste classification within countries is highly diverse. Within AEA Member
States, implementation ranges from none to complex systems that vary a great deal from one
another. Both the IAEA and the European Commission have recommended common
classification schemes but only or the purpose of facilitating communication with the public
and national- and nternational-level organizations and to serve as the basis for developing
comprehensive, national waste classification schemes.
In the context described above, te 1AEA's newly developed Net Enabled Waste Management
Database (NEWMDB) contains feature, the Waste Class Matrix, that Member States use to
describe the waste classification shemes they use and to compare them with the IAEA's
proposed waste classification scheme. Member States then report waste inventories to the
NEWMDB according to their own waste classification schemes, allowing traceability back to
nationally based reports. The JAEA uses the nformation provided in the Waste Class Matrix
to convert radioactive waste nventory data reported according to a wide variety of
classifications into an single iventory according to the IAEA's proposed scheme. his
approach allows the nternational community time to develop a comprehensive, common
classification scheme and allows
ember States time to develop and implement effective,
operational waste classification schemes while, at the same time, 1he IAEA can collect the
information needed to compile a comprehensive, nternational radioactive waste inventory.
1.

Introduction

In 1994, the IAEA published a Safety Guide entitled
[1]. This guide stated:

Classification of Radioactive Waste"

"To simplifj, their [radioactivewasles] management a number q/'schemes have evolved lbr
classifying radioactive wastes according to their pkvsical. chemical and adiological
properties of significance to the./acilities managing this waste. These schemes have led to a
varietv of terminologies, dififeringfirom counties to country and ever? between facilities in the
same counti). Tis situation akes it clf.ficultfior those concerned.o communicate ith one
another rgarding waste management practices, causing problems in comparing data
published in the scientific literature, and causes conjiision among members f the pblic
ti-ving to understand aste management programmes and practices ?f their countries and f
other Member States...
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... The ojective qf this Sqfeo Guide is to recommend a methodfor deriving a classification
systent and to sggest a general system for classifting radioactive aste that will facilitate
communication ad information exchange aong Member States, and eliminate some of the
ambiguitli tat now exists in classificationschemes for radioactivewastes.
Furthermore, this Safev Guide is to specify boundaries in a general sstem.for classtving
radioactiveivaste, epecially in the assignment of oundaries to radioactive aste classes. It
describes how to deal ith a classification system, p01ntS OUt approaches fior further
qUantificationand discusses ethods bV hich oundaries can be derived.
This conference paper focuses on the issues denoted by the bold italicized text (Section 2 it
discusses progress made towards the implementation of a general system for waste
classification (Section 3 and it discusses the waste class matrix feature of the Agency's Net
Enabled Waste Management Database (NEWMDB 2 to [5], which was implemented for
IAEA Member States (a) to identify the waste classification schemes they use and (b to
compare these schemes wth the IAEA's proposed general waste classification scheme
(Section 4.
Table 1: Summary of the Assessment
Classification Scheme

of the 1AEA's Proposed

General Waste

Exempt Waste E'V)

Typical Characteristics
activity levels at O below clearance levels (see Note )
Possible disposal Options
no radiological restrictions
LoN and Intermediate
Typical Characteristics
Level Waste (LILW)
activitv levels above clearance evels
thermal power below about 2k W/M3 (see Note 2)
Short Lived (LIL\V-SL) Typical Characteristics
restricted Lone Lived radionuclide concentrations (see Note 3)
Possible Disposal Options
near surface or eological disposal facility
Lon- Lived LIL-W-LL) Typical Characteristics
long lived radionuclide concentrations exceeding limitations for LILW-SL (see Note 3)
Possible Disposal Options
geological disposal facility
Hi2h evel Waste
Typical Characteristics
(HLW)
lon- lived radionuclide concentrations exceeding limitations for short lived waste
thermal power above about 2kW/m.'
Possible Disposal Options
geological disposal facility
Note 1: There is no nternationally agreed definition for clearance levels
Note 2 There is no international consensus on this thermal power level
Note 3 Safetv Guide I I G- LI only provides guidance for restricting the concentrations of alpha emitting
radionuclides - no explicit guidance is provided for other long lived radionuclides
The proposed scheme defines the LILW class by exclusion - it is neither clearance nor HLW. However, currently
there are no internationally agreed definitions of either clearance or HLW, as such these boundary conditions are
ambivuous. Additionallv. the proposed scheme divides LILW into the LILW-SL and LLW-LL classes but only
prox ides general guidance on the level of alpha emitting nuclides. The Safety Guide states "The boundw- between
4iort ived and lona lived aste cannot be specified a niversal inanner". indicating that the boundary between
the LIL\V-SL and LILW-LL classes is also ambiguous. Furthermore, recent discussions between the NWMDB's
ProLyrarrime Officer and official contact points in Member States has indicated that the Safety Guide's discussion
of inethods b-i which boundaries can be derived" is inadequate or could not be understood. The Safety Guide
objective to "eliminute some ol the anibigpin that now exists i classi ication scheines lr radioactive wastes."
ma,, have been partially achic\,Cd, however it is clear that a great deal of ambiguity regarding the classification of
iradioactike aste still exists in IAEA Member States.
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2.

Assessment of the proposed general scheme for waste classification

A recent assessment of the IAEAs proposed general waste classification
I
I scheme indicated
I I
that the scheme is not rigorous and not completely defined 3 This assessment was
confirmed at a recent meeting of the Waste Safety Standards Committee (WASSC). The
report for the I h WASSC stated 6]:
WASSC recognises the needfor a review of the current sakty guide, in order to.take more account ofpredisposal waste management considerations
address the inclusion qfother waste vpes
introduce an internationaldqfinifion f radioactive aste
However, it is felt tat the review hould not start before the ongoinglplanned ollection f
data from Member States. Further consideration should then be given to the matter in the
Iamevvork of the Joint onvention and
the need for harmonisation of classification
schemes in that context."
Note: the "ongoinglplannedcollection of dataftom Member States" refers to the first data
collection cycle of te NEWNIDB, see Section 4 and Reference 2]. Table I summarises the
recent assessment of the IAEA's proposed general waste classification scheme.
3.

Progress towards the implementation of a general waste lassification system

Since the IAEA Safety Guide on the classification of waste was issued in 1994, several
assessments have been made of the ultitude of waste classification schemes used world wide
[7] to [10]. All of these assessments indicated that some form of harmonization of waste
classification is needed. In 999, the European Commission issued a recommendation that
stated
"the [EU/ Member States and their nclear industry adopt a common classification sstem
,for national and international ommunication purposes as well ,-,,to.facilitate itformation
management in thisfield" [I I]. he EC recommendation further states:
that this classification system should be used for providing, information concerning
solid radioactive aste to the public, the ational and internationalinstitutions and the nongovernmental organisations. It would not replace technical criteria where required for
specific safety considerations such as licensing of facilities or oher operations; that this
Classificationsystem could be used b Member Slates. Dring he periodto I danuan 2002 it
could be used in parallel with existing nationalsstems,,...
... The use b all ountries of the internationalIAEA classification f radioactive aste
packages is a sitable base to dvelop a common classification systern for the Member States
of the Eopean Union. Definition f a rq/erence classification systent may provide, usq/u/
guidance.for specfic countries in developing their own management strategies, whilst at the
same time facilitatinggeneral nd ommercial communications Cncerningsqfetj,, however,
while sch a reference classification system may be useful _or generic and basic
considerations, it cannot replace specfic sly
assessments peformed J61- specfic
managementpurposes, including he, selection ofdisposal routes .......
The EC recommendation is based on the IAEA's 1994 Safety Guide but includes
modifications to the IAEA's the proposed general classification scheme. For example the EC
recommendation states, For instance the AEA recommended limit ofheat generation in
LJLW adioactive aste 2 kIf1'1ni3), was not etained The experts could not find an-v
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foundation fior sch a value and commonly accepted that this value is only related to sitespecific sq/ev anolysis."
One key point is that the recommended common EC classification system should "be usedjbr
providing in/brination concerning solid radioactive aste to the pblic, the national and
international stitutions and the nongovernmental organisations" but it would not replace
existing
aste classification schemes that support waste management operations and
activities. notably disposal assessments. Another key point is that the recommended EC
classification system only serves as a "suitable base to develop a common classification
-Einstein for the illember States of the Eropean Union". However, this EC statement must be
viewed in the context that the 1AEA's proposed general classification scheme is not rigorous
and not complete. The same is true for the EC's recommended common classification system
since its waste classes are also defined by either ambiguous boundary conditions or boundary
conditions for hich there is no nternational consensus.
A major question arises. How could EU Member States "convert" waste management
information based upon nationally-based waste classification schemes into information
reported according to the EC's common classification system if the boundary conditions for
the ECs aste classes are ambiguous and in the context of the EC statement that "In addition
the borderlines etween the [national] categories are not always easily quantifiable and
hence an varv wideli-fi-ont one counter, to another."?
Recent discussions between the NEWMDBs Programme Officer and official contact points
in Member States indicated that some 1AEA Member States have recently adopted or are
planning to adopt the IAEA's proposed waste classification scheme in support of waste
management programmes and activities. The adoption of the 1AEA's proposed general
classification scheme may not only be premature, it may be inappropriate lyitis to serve as the
fundamental basis for radioactive waste management. The EC statement that its recommended
common classification system would not eplace technical criteria where required specific sa tv considerations sch as licensing offiacilities or other operations" is a clear
recognition of the limitations of the IAEA's proposed general classification scheme as the
basis for supporting radioactive waste management operations. The EC has clearly indicated
that until an effective common classification system is developed, its recommendations should
be limited to providing information "to the pblic, the nationaland internationalinstitutions
and
he non-governmentalorganisations".
An additional point to consider is that the IAEA's proposed scheme, upon which the EC
recommendation is based, is principally a disposal based waste classification scheme. As
such., it does not adequately address pre-disposal radioactive waste management (handling,
processing, storage) that can require quite complex classifications such as fissile/non-fissile
waste.
aste requiringi/not requiring safeguards, package stackability, compressibility,
durability in storage, etc. In other words, the IAEA's proposed waste classification scheme
does not fully address "technical citeria here requiredfor specific spv considerations
such as licensing offiacilities o other operations".
Obviouslv there is an nternational dilemma. While organizations like the EC want to see
radioactive waste reported according to a common classification system, how could this be
implemented given the fact that both its recommended common system and the IAEA's
proposed general scheme are not rigorous and not completely defined and, nationally, there is
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a great deal of uncertainty about waste classification in genera-I" A possible solutio
described next.
4.

is

The waste class matrix too] in the NEWMDB

The recent assessment of the IAEA's proposed general waste classification scheme indicated
that the scheme could serve a a ood
ing a rigorous
foundation" for develop'
and complete
scheme. This fact as also recognized by te EC. However, the evelopment of a rigorous
and complete common waste classification scheme could be well into the future. How, then,
could 1AEA Member States report teir radioactive waste nventories to the NEWNIDB in
such a way that the 1AEA could compile a comprehensive, radioactive waste inventory
according to a common classification scheme?
117,

The NEWMDB's waste class atrix too] was implemented to address this issue. Using the
waste class matrix, an 1AEA Member State's single point of contact, known as a Country Coordinator, is responsible for identifying the arious waste classification schemes sed in
his/her country and for comparing these schemes with the 1AEA's proposed general
classification scheme. Country Co-ordinators were requested to provide supporting
documentation to indicate whether or not a waste classification scheme is required by a or
regulation and to describe how the comparison between their schemes and the Agency's
proposed scheme was performed.
Once the identification and cmparison of waste classification schemes was completed,
Member States reported their rdioactive waste inventories to the NEWMDB according to
their own, nationally-based waste classes. The advantages of this approach are:
The reporting of wastes according to nationally-based aste classes avoids the
requirement for Country Co-ordinators to first "convert" nationally-based information into
a common classification scheme. The intention was to have Member States report
infon-nation that could be traced back to nationally-based reports. Converted information
reported at the nternational level is not readily traceable back to unconverted information
reported at the national level.
This factor is very important to the successful reporting of nationally-based information at
the nternational level. Without traceability, confidence cannot be established for the
international information. In addition, use of the waste class matrix was a mjor stumbling
block for many Country Co-ordinators A number of Country Co-ordinators indicated that
they had difficulty using the matrix because (a) they did not have any formally recognized
waste classification scheme(s) in their country, (b) the schemes they did have were not
quantitatively based or were bsed upon parameters such as the origin of waste and
radiation field strength measurements, which could not be readily compared with the
IAEA's proposed classification scheme, and/or (c) they had difficulty with the inherent
ambiguities of the 1AEA's proposed waste classification scheme.
* The waste class matrix information is used after Member :tates report their wastes
according to their own waste classes to convert the national waste inventories into a first
order approximation of an nternational waste inventory according to a common scheme.
This approach allows the iternational community time to develop a comprehensive,
common classification scheme and allows Member States time o develop and mplement
effective, operational waste classification schemes. Until tese re implemented, Member
States can report traceable waste inventory data to the NEWN/IDB. Over time, the first
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order approximation of an nternational waste inventory according to a common
classification scheme can progress to a reasonably accurate representation of the inventory
of radioactive aste in IAEA Member States.
Figure I and Figure 2 illustrate waste class matrices prepared by the Country Co-ordmators
for HunL-arv and for the USA during the NEWMDB's first data collection cycle. In both cases,
supporting documentation indicated that the comparison of waste classification schemes was
based upon detailed aste characterization data that had been compiled by the countries. The
provision of supporting documentation by Country Co-ordinators is in conformance with a
requirement of the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the
Safetv of Radioactive Waste Management 12], which states that "Foreach ContractingParty
the eport shall also address its... ... criteria sed to dfine and categorize adioactive wwste".

Waste Class Matrix

PNPP

Status: Approved

y Admin

Last modified by Admin on 2002-03-05 13:30:30

Matrix Name
PNPP Class
LLVV
MW
H "I

PN PP
LILW-SL%
100
0
0

LILW-LL%
0
1100
80

HLWI.
0
0
20

Description LLW: low level waste (A < 5x] E5 Bq/g) VILW: medium
level waste, (5xl E5 Bq/g < A < xl E8 Bq/g) HW:
high level waste (5x] E8 Bq/g < A)
Figure 1: One of the Waste Class Matrices Defined by the Country Co-ordinator for Hungary

Waste Class

atrix

USNRC

Status, Approved by Admin
LaA modified bv Admir, on 2002-02-1

Matrix Name
USNRC Class
Class A ffiV
Class L
Class C ffiV
Greater than
Class C LLW
HW

USNRC
LILW-SL%
I 00
I 00
75

LILW-LL%
0
0
25

0

1(

0

0

1 36 8

HLIAr/
0
0
0
0
100

Description NRC wa ste classes def ined in Title 1 0, Code of Feder a I
Regulations, Part 61, Subpart 55. Class C split based
on analysis of actual data

FIPure 2 One of the Waste Class Matrices Defined by the Country Co-ordinator for the USA
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5.

The way forward

On 14 February 2002, the IAEA issued a Note Verbale to its Mmber States requesting that
Member States that currently d not have a Country Co-ordinator to appoint one. The Note
Verbale also requested that Member States that did not make a submission to the NEWMDB
during the first data collection cycle (July 2001 to March 2002) do so during the second cycle
(July 2002 to January 2003). The second data collection cycle is expected to result in
additional Country Co-ordinators having poblems with the identification of waste
classification schemes in their countries and for comparing these schemes with the AEA's
proposed schemes. This will elp identify additional countries hat require nternational
'dance on the
of waste classificati
gul
I
ion.
The results of the first data collection cycle indicate that the proposed WASSC review of the
IAEA's proposed general waste classification scheme should be undertaken in a tirriely
manner.
At time of writing, the Waste Technology Section had plans to ntroduce the development of a
new technical document to address "operational waste classification" starting in fiscal ear
2004. The intention is to undertake a comprehensive examination of waste segregation
practices in Member States and to assess why these practices were implemented. From this
assessment, an operational waste classification scheme can be prepared for the life cycle
management of radioactive waste. An operational waste classification scheme would provide
valuable input for the development of a higher level, common waste classification scheme.
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